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Nanosized platinum clusters were grown on a TiO2�110
¢

surface and annealed in ultrahigh vacuum at
high temperatures. This leads to the so-called strong metal-support interaction (SMSI) state, characterized
by a complete encapsulation of the clusters with a reduced titanium oxide layer. We present atomically
resolved scanning tunneling microscopy measurements of the cluster surfaces and an atomic model of
the SMSI state. The ability to resolve the cluster surface geometry with atomistic detail may help to
identify the active sites responsible for the SMSI.

PACS numbers: 68.35.Bs, 61.16.Ch, 73.40.Rw, 82.65.Jv
Nanosized clusters exhibit unique properties and play
a role in many technical applications. Detailed structural
information about their surfaces is critical to a deeper
understanding of their physics and chemistry. Scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) allows atomic-scale investi-
gation of the electronic and geometric structure of surfaces,
but almost no atomically resolved STM results of nano-
sized clusters thicker than a few atomic layers are currently
available [1], because the finite size of the STM tip leads to
convolution effects which severely disturb measurements.

One specific example for the lack of structural
knowledge of nanosized cluster surfaces is the so-called
“strong-metal support interaction” (SMSI) in heteroge-
neous catalysis. SMSI has been termed by Tauster et al.
[2] to account for the changes in catalytic activity when
the group VIII metals Fe, Ni, Rh, Pt, Pd, and Ir, supported
on reducible oxides (TiO2, TaO5, CeO2, NbO, etc.), are
reduced at elevated temperature. Adsorption of H2 and
CO is drastically reduced, but competitive hydrogenation
versus hydrogenolysis reactions are greatly favored in
SMSI systems. For example, methanation production
from CO or CO2 and H2 is enhanced by 3 orders of
magnitude [3]. Because SMSI allows one to tailor the
selectivity of a catalyst, it has caused widespread interest.

High-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) clearly
shows that some sort of reduced titanium oxide migrates
onto the clusters [4]. The composition and geometric
structure of the encapsulation layer needs to be known to
develop a realistic picture of reaction mechanisms. The
encapsulation layer is only a few atomic layers thick,
making impossible selective diffraction in HREM. STM
studies of the single-crystalline SMSI model systems
Rh�TiO2�001� [5], Rh�TiO2�110� [6], Pd�TiO2�110� [7],
and Ir�TiO2�110� [8] have yielded information about
the general morphology and size distribution of clusters
only. The SMSI state was investigated using “reverse
model catalysts” where oxide islands were grown on flat
single crystals [9]. It is arguable whether such structures
resemble the self-organized layers that evolve on clusters
upon high-temperature annealing. In fact, as we will
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show for the case of Pt, the encapsulation layer does not
resemble the structure of TiOx films on Pt(111) [10].

We have studied Pt on TiO2�110� in the SMSI state.
Low-energy He1 ion scattering (LEIS) and scanning
tunneling spectroscopy (STS) results confirm the encapsu-
lation of Pt clusters after annealing in UHV at high tem-
peratures. Most clusters exhibit a regular hexagonal shape
with flat tops and an average size of 200 Å. Atomic-
resolution STM reveals the surprising geometric struc-
ture of the encapsulation layer, i.e., a hexagonal striped
domain structure with apparent in-plane ABC stacking.
We propose an atomic model, consisting of two layers
of titanium oxide, to rationalize the structure. The layer
is polar, and its thickness is self-limited. These results
are important because they (i) represent the first case of
formation of a self-organized, polar oxide layer; (ii) might
represent an important step in understanding the nature
of strong metal-support interactions; and (iii) the special
shape of the nanosized clusters allows for one of the first
STM studies with atomic resolution of cluster surfaces.

The experiments were performed in ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV). A bulk-reduced TiO2�110� single crystal sample
was cleaned by repeated cycles of sputtering and anneal-
ing. Pt was evaporated onto the TiO2�110� surface at room
temperature. The average layer thickness is determined us-
ing a quartz crystal monitor. Pt forms three-dimensional
clusters at room temperature [11]. After deposition, the
sample was heated to 200 ±C for 30 min (to increase cluster
size); to 700 ±C for 5 min, and to 500 ±C for 30 min. STM
was performed at room temperature in the constant current
topographic (CCT) mode. Shown are empty states STM
images taken with a positive sample bias voltages ranging
between 1.2 and 2.5 V. Filled-states CCT’s with negative
sample bias voltage gave similar results but fuzzier images.
The STM was calibrated with atomic resolution images of
clean TiO2�110� �1 3 1�.

LEIS measures the composition of the topmost surface
layer. Each atomic mass leads to a distinct peak; see
Fig. 1a. After deposition of 25 monolayers (ML) of Pt at
room temperature, LEIS shows an intense Pt peak while the
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FIG. 1. (a) Low-energy He1 ion scattering (LEIS) spectra of (bottom) the clean TiO2�110� surface, (center) after evaporation
of 25 monolayers Pt at room temperature, and (top) after the high-temperature treatment causing encapsulation. (b)– (e) STM
results after the high-temperature treatment. (b) Overview (2000 Å 3 2000 Å). Clusters are approximately 200 Å wide and 40 Å
high. Most clusters show hexagonal shape elongated along the substrate [001] direction (type A). A few square clusters (type B)
are seen. (c) Small-scale image (500 Å 3 500 Å), filtered to show the structure of the encapsulation layer on type-A clusters.
(d) Atomic-resolution image of an encapsulated “type-A” cluster. (e) Atomic-resolution image of a square “type-B” cluster, showing
an amorphous overlayer. (f ) STS of the different surfaces.
Ti peak disappears; the surface is completely covered with
Pt. (The oxygen peak in Fig. 1a, center, is attributed to ad-
sorption of CO from the residual gas. Because CO desorbs
when the sample is heated to 270 ±C, it should have no ef-
fect on the encapsulation process.) After the heating excur-
sion described above, the Pt peak is no longer present in the
LEIS spectrum. Pt clusters are covered completely with a
titanium oxide layer. The increased background at energies
,1100 eV in Fig. 1a (top) indicates Pt in the near-surface
region. From LEIS O to Ti intensity ratios, and the area
covered with encapsulated clusters obtained with STM,
we estimate the O:Ti ratio on the cluster surfaces as 2:1.

Figures 1b–1e display a series of STM images of the
encapsulated Pt clusters. Most clusters (type A) have a
hexagonal shape elongated along the substrate [001] di-
rection and are, on average, 40 Å high and 200 Å wide.
A few have a square shape (type B). Those are smaller.
A simple calculation (taking into account the deposited
amount of Pt (25 ML), the surface coverage after encap-
sulation (�40%), and the cluster height shows that the
clusters resemble “icebergs” reaching several tenths of
angstroms deep into the substrate. Recent model studies
have shown that massive restructuring takes place on re-
duced TiO2 crystals at relatively low temperature. For ex-
ample, Pd clusters promote the growth of additional TiO2
layers at their perimeter; this can even lead to a complete
burial of the clusters [12].

The 500 Å 3 500 Å large image in Fig. 1c is filtered
to visualize the 3D structure of the encapsulated clusters
and the substrate. The tops of the clusters are smooth and
flat, which is essential for atomically resolved STM mea-
surements. (The Pt particles appear similar to the “pill-
box” shape observed in HREM images [13].) On top of
the type-A clusters, striped “zigzags” are visible. On dif-
ferent clusters the stripes are oriented either parallel to the
substrate [001] direction or rotated by 660±. No clear pref-
erence for any rotational orientation was observed, nor a
strict correlation between the directions of stripes and clus-
ter elongations. Figure 1d is an atomically resolved image
of a type-A cluster surface. The stripes are approximately
15 Å wide and consist of bright spots arranged in a hexago-
nal symmetry with a distance of 3 Å. The bright zigzag
rows contain either 5 or 6 atoms along the close-packed
directions and separate triangular areas consisting of ten
atoms. Surfaces of type-B square clusters exhibit no appar-
ent long-range order (Fig. 1e) with strings containing three
to six atoms oriented along the substrate [001] direction.
The “type-B” clusters are probably crystallites with their
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(100) face parallel to the substrate. It is conceivable that
such surfaces should be found at the sides of the hex-
agonal, (111)-oriented “type-A” clusters.

STM current vs voltage (I-V ) curves have been taken
from the clean sputter-annealed TiO2�110� surface, from
TiO2�110� between encapsulated clusters, and from clus-
ters of clean and encapsulated Pt (Fig. 1f). There is al-
most no difference in the I-V curves from clean TiO2 and
from TiO2 between encapsulated clusters. The electronic
structure of the substrate is not strongly affected by the
encapsulated clusters. The electronic structure of the clus-
ters changes from those typically observed for small metal
clusters on TiO2 [7] (“clean Pt”) to a more semiconductor-
like behavior after encapsulation.

Encapsulated Pt clusters on TiO2 substrates are very in-
ert to adsorption from the residual gas in the UHV chamber.
STM measurements of the same surface were possible for
several days without any noticeable contamination. This
loss of surfaces’ ability to chemisorb CO and H2 follow-
ing high temperature treatment is caused by the physical
blockage of Pt adsorption sites and is characteristic for the
SMSI effect [2].

An STM image taken on top of an encapsulated type-A
cluster is shown in Fig. 2. The local maxima of the bright
spots are marked with a small dot. Neighboring stripe do-
mains with zigzags are slightly shifted with respect to each
other. The two parallel lines in Fig. 2a indicate that the
rows of atoms in each stripe are in line with those of the
third following stripe, creating an apparent in-plane stack-
ing of ABCABC . . . type. (The image has been carefully
compensated for distortions caused by thermal drifts and
piezo-non-linearities to allow this conclusion.) The stack-
ing is also apparent from the relative positions of atoms
next to the dark lines between the strip domains; they are
displaced from each other by a horizontal vector of length
2a

p
3�3 (with a the length of the hexagonal unit cell). An

ABC-type stacking is very unusual for hexagonal layers.
It can be explained by a uniaxial expansion of the stripe
domains, as will be shown below.

The atomic model of the encapsulation layer is displayed
in Fig. 2. It consists of two layers of titanium oxide (side
view Fig. 2). Previous studies of the encapsulation layer
revealed its small thickness. When the sample was ex-
posed to a continuous flux of Ne1 ions, Pt immediately
reappeared on the surface [11]. A HREM study con-
firmed that the encapsulation is only a few layers thick
[14]. We assume [11] that a Pt(111) face is the “substrate”
for the encapsulation layer (small filled circles in Fig. 2).
This agrees with HREM studies of Pt�TiO2 catalysts that
showed crystalline overlayers on well-faceted �111� sur-
faces, whereas other surfaces had disordered overlayers,
similar to type-B clusters described above [4]. XPS mea-
surements do not show any evidence for Pt-Ti alloy forma-
tion that is expected at higher annealing temperatures [15].

The upper left corner of the model in Fig. 2 displays
the top layer of the encapsulating titanium oxide structure,
and is to be compared with the STM images in Figs. 1d
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FIG. 2. (top) Atomically resolved STM image (100 Å2) of an
encapsulated hexagonal cluster. The image is compensated for
distortion. Atomic positions are indicated. (bottom) Top and
side view of the proposed atomic model for the encapsulation
layer on type-A clusters; see text.

and 2. The chemical inertness of encapsulated clusters
suggests either an oxygen-terminated surface or a satura-
tion of bonds of surface Ti atoms. The contrast between
different atoms in STM images could be due to higher po-
sitions of atoms in the zigzags, or they could be a different
species, or both. All STM images are empty-state CCT’s
and the LDOS of unoccupied states is generally higher for
titanium than for oxygen [16]. It is suggestive to associate
bright spots on the image with Ti, and darker spots with
O atoms. Six Ti atoms separate triangles of ten oxygen
atoms. The 20 oxygen and ten Ti atoms per unit cell are
consistent with the LEIS O:Ti intensity ratio.

Ti atoms in the 2nd layer are placed in (approximately,
see below) threefold hollow positions of the Pt fcc(111)
substrate. Fcc and hcp stacked in domains contain eight ti-
tanium atoms each. (These are labeled B and C and marked
by forward and back-slashed regions in the side view of
Fig. 2.) They are separated by domain boundaries con-
sisting of titanium and oxygen atoms in bridge positions.
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Five oxygen atoms form zigzags, which are covered by Ti
atoms in the top layer. Rows of 2nd layer titanium atoms
separate the stripe domains and appear as the dark lines in
STM. The second layer contains eight atoms of oxygen
and 21 atoms of titanium per unit cell, amounting to an
overall composition close to TiO1.1 in the two-layer film.
This is consistent with previous measurements indicating
a reduced titanium oxide [11]. The film exhibits a dipole
moment, caused by the uneven distribution of negative and
positive charges between the O-rich first and Ti-rich sec-
ond layer, respectively. Polar films can be stabilized by the
metallic substrate, but are limited to a thickness of a few
atomic layers only. This is probably the physical reason
for the self-limited thickness of the encapsulation layer.

Atoms in the top layer are placed in (approximately)
on-top (or A-A) positions above platinum atoms of the sub-
strate (see side view in Fig. 2). Ti atoms in zigzags reside
in bridge positions above the second layer oxygen atoms,
and are sixfold coordinated (counting four oxygen neigh-
bors in-plane and two underneath). This high coordination
number may cause the small reactivity towards gas adsorp-
tion, although the bonding geometry is far from the octa-
hedral symmetry found in many oxide compounds. In a
hard-ball model, surface Ti atoms are located 3.5 Å above
substrate Pt; elevated by 1 Å above than the triangular do-
mains of surface oxygens.

To accommodate the apparent ABCABC . . . stacking ob-
served in the top layer (Fig. 2, top), both Ti-O layers
are expanded perpendicular to the stripes by a factor of
16�15. This uniaxial expansion causes all the atoms to
slightly shift from their perfect hollow or bridge posi-
tions. Domains of differently stacked atoms and partially
incommensurate overlayers are common ways to accom-
modate strain relief caused by lattice-mismatched in ul-
trathin film metals on metal substrates. In this case, the
lattice constants of a film with (almost) TiO stoichiome-
try is placed onto a Pt(111) substrate (containing 1.50 3

1015 atoms�cm2 per layer). The atomic density of the sur-
face layer in the model, 1.29 3 1015 atoms�cm2, is rea-
sonably close to the density of a TiO(111) layer (1.32 3

1015 atoms�cm2 per layer). The observed lattice constant,
3 Å, compares well to interatomic distances on a TiO(111)
surface (2.95 Å).

How relevant are these results to an understanding of
the SMSI effect? While planar “model catalysts” have
contributed much to a clarification of reaction models [9],
there is always the caveat that single-crystalline materi-
als in the UHV environment may exhibit very different
structural properties as compared to catalysts exposed to
high-temperature/high-pressure reaction conditions. The
similarity between the clusters observed in this work with
structural investigations of real catalysts [4,13] gives us
confidence that these two systems are structurally compa-
rable. There is now general agreement that the enhanced
catalytic activity in Pt�TiO2 catalysts is a local effect. Spe-
cial Ti31 sites at the modified Pt catalyst, or Pt sites next
to the reduced TiOx layer are thought to be responsible for
the dramatic enhancement in hydrogenation activity [3].
Possibly, the zigzag Ti atoms with the very peculiar, asym-
metric coordination to neighboring oxygen atoms may play
a role.

Summarizing, the first atomically resolved STM im-
ages on nanoscale clusters in the SMSI state show a well-
ordered overlayer on (111)-oriented Pt clusters supported
on a TiO2�110� substrate, as well as amorphous overlay-
ers on square clusters. The proposed atomic model for the
crystalline layer resembles a slightly oxygen-rich, oxygen-
terminated TiO1.1�111� double layer. It is a polar film with
a self-limited thickness. No change of the electronic or
geometric structure of the TiO2 substrate surrounding the
clusters was observed. These results may help to identify
the reactive site responsible for catalytic enhancement in
the SMSI effect. They also show the capability of STM to
obtain detailed surface investigations of nanosized clusters
in special cases.
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